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1 600 000 000 $ E-sports market in 2023

By 2023, the number of people regularly
following esports events worldwide will
grow to 645 million.

Sponsorship and advertising
revenues in esports will increase
to $642 million in 2023.

The most popular esports games will
continue to account for the largest
percentage of market share, particularly
League of Legends, Dota 2, Counter-Strike:
Global Offensive and Overwatch.

POPULARITY In Poland, only soccer is more
popular than esports!E-sports fan audience to exceed 1.3 billion

viewers in 2025.

GAMES



OUR MISSION
What if all amateur players were given access to individual, team,

rankings and leagues?

Only 0.1% of esports players are
pro players.

DAY OF DUEL IS A NEW WAY TO
MONETIZE GAMES!

Welcome to our platform!

All the rest,- 3 300 000 000
players... have nowhere to
compete!

Day of Duel solves this problem by creating a platform for so-called
casuals. Sunday players who will have their own place to play

against players at the same level.



PROFESSIONAL
ESPORT PLATFORM

ABOUT US

We are building a Day of Duel gaming platform.  

 Stop by and discover how GG Dab came to be, and our mission is!

WE ARE GGDAB  

In 2019, Szymon Gaczek had the idea to create a gaming platform for
everyone to enjoy. The purpose of this environment was to allow any

type of audience to participate in esport games..
 

An e-competition platform that makes it possible to play
tournaments in online games. It takes competition to a whole new,

more exciting level. Participants pay an entry fee before the
tournament begins and the winners receive the prize. From amateur
to professional, everyone has an equal chance and can develop their

skills at their own pace

HOW IT STARTED  

DAY OF DUEL  



With carefully selected game types, the platform allows players to
win tournaments by skill alone. Just like in traditional sports.

 

 LEARN MORE ABOUT THE HISTORY OF GGDAB! 

Gamers get bored sometimes, really! That's what happened to Szymon
Gaczek, the main initiator and driving force behind the GGDAB project,
one day. It was he who had the idea to launch an innovative project in

2019 - the Day of the Duel.
 

 From idea to implementation a short way! In the same year, GGDAB
LTD was founded and started working on the Day of Duel. In February
2022, GGDAB POLAND S.A. was founded and successfully completed a

crowdfunding collection, raising more than PLN 1,000,000! In April
2022, the platform received the patent for the brand and name.

GGDAB operates as an independent game developer. It develops its
own titles for the DoD. 

The platform also features third-party productions adapted to the Day
of Duel guidelines and ideas. GGDAB is active in the video game

industry and is building an e-sports organisation. It will organize high-
level tournaments and duels for amateurs and professionals around

the world.
 

Victory will depend on logical thinking skills, reflexes and skill -
there is no room for random results in games on the Day Of Duel
platform! We focus on fair and balanced gameplay, because we

know that this is the basis for an exciting competition.
 

WE PLAY FAIRLY  

THIS IS NOT GAMBLING



FINANCE 

The DoD has an integration with the
global electronic payment platform
Stripe.Deposits and withdrawals are
instant thanks to this platform!DAO and
Treasury are also supported by Stripe

A Small Payment Institution (MIP) is a
solution for entrepreneurs who provide
payment services as part of their
business. Regulated by the Polish
Financial Supervision Authority (KNF)

Beesfund is one of the first equity crowdfunding
platforms in Central and Eastern Europe to
operate on the equity sale model. GGDAM S.A.
raised more than 1 million in fundraising in 2020,
making it one of the largest fundraising
companies of the year.

Every way of developing a business depends on barriers to entry. The financing of a
particular project must be adapted to these. They influence the choice of strategy

and the development of a particular project.
 

We have financed Day of Duel primarily through investment rounds, which we will
continue to do as we pursue an ambitious plan.

 
GGDAB LTD. is the company responsible for the development of the Day of Duel

platform. On the one hand, we work financially with Stripe and are a Small Payment
Institution.

 

We give people who believe in our project
and value fair play in e-sports the
opportunity to invest in our company: these
are mainly individual investors
(crowdfunding - NFT), shareholders
(individuals and companies)



OUR PLATFORM
Challenge your friends and play with them on any

platform! PS4, XBOX ONE, PC or Mobile!

https://youtu.be/A7Xfi-bttzI


dayofduel.com
We are in the beta phase

Contribute,
Win, 
Payout,
Claim your prize!

Matchmaking The DoD's matchmaking system matches players with the same
skills to make the competition as fair as possible. This ensures that every

amateur player can have fun!
 

As a player, you can deposit, compete online and withdraw funds, whenever
you want.

 
The DoD Game API allows you to connect any network game to the platform.

You can compete with your friends 
as well as opponents at your level!

Day of Duel is a new way to monetise games!



OUR GAMES



League of Legends is a multiplayer online computer game. It is based on the
Defense of the Ancients modification for Warcraft III: The Frozen Throne. It was

produced by the studio Riot Games and released on 27 October 2009.
 

League of Legends is a team-based game with over 140 champions to make epic
matches with.

 

The Day od Duel API allows the integration of third party
games that fit Day of Duel's policies and ideas.

 
Day of Duel also creates its own titles: simple multiplayer,

ghost multiplayer, real-time multiplayer. One of the games is
DRIFT - available on the platform.

 

It is estimated that 180 million players
enter LoL every month. That means
between 2 and 3 million players log

into the game every day!This is a huge
opportunity to bring this community to

our platform!
 

The premise is to have games with
at least 100k community - one of the

first titles to be added to the
platform will be League of Legends.

 



AUTUMN
TOURNAMENT

The final round, in which the 64 best players will take part,
will be held in Katowice at the Libero Shopping Centre.

 
Why take part in our games? 

Great fun.
The opportunity to take part in the only event of its kind.

Valuable prizes.

In autumn 2023, Day of Duel invites you to the first online
tournament on our platform! The games are dedicated to our

SM users and NFT owners!



HOW
TO PLAY?

Days of Duel is a free-to-play
online platform that brings
together many games of
different genres (sports, car
racing, arcade, ..., in fact any
kind of game where two players
can compete against each
other based on their skills) that
you can play online in one place
with players from all over the
world. You can even not only
play, but also earn money from
your game. We have created a
place where you can challenge
any other player to a duel in
your favourite game and
receive real money if you win.

This is a place where only
your skills count. The
common games have been
prepared so that each of the
players participating in the
duel has the same chances
and conditions in the game -
no cheats, codes and mods.
Just you and your skills. If you
do not have anyone to play
with, our special system will
suggest players who are at a
similar level to you to even
the odds.a



DUEL
This is a form of competition in which
two (two) players compete against
each other in a game of their choice
for a predetermined stake (which
must be accepted by both players).
The amount of the prize is the sum of
the entry fee paid by both players
minus the DoD commission. If the
players decide to rematch after the
duel, they have the option to
negotiate (change) the entry fee for
the rematch. Remember that
whichever game you choose, your
skill is the basis for victory!

CHOICE

Select game.

Choose an opponent from your
friends list or let our algorithm

suggest people who want to play
for the same stake and are at 

a similar level to you.

Choose the amount you will
compete for.

FIGHT IN
DUEL

PAYMENT OF
THE
WINNINGS

HOW IT'S
WORKING?
Register on the platform (you must
be at least 18 years old).

Select game.

Select the type of game - duel /
tournament.

Select the stake (entry fee) you are
competing for and play!

The winner receives the buy-in
amount paid by both players, minus
the DoD commission.



TOURNAMENT

It is a form of duelling in which
individual players compete against
each other in a knockout system. The
DoD platform allows the formation of
8 (6), 16 (12), 32 (22) players (the
minimum number of participants is
given in brackets) - depending on the
game chosen. The individual duels
are played in rounds and the winner
of the game advances to the next
round. Tournament organiser can be
a player with the appropriate status
(tournaments can be created by
players who have participated in
duels with a minimum entry amount
of 120 USD in the previous month) and
Ope min 120 USD) as well as the
platform operator. Each player who
wishes to participate in the
tournament or is invited must pay the
buy-in in the amount determined by
the tournament organizer. The
players who compete against each
other in the individual rounds (duels)
are randomly grouped into pairs, with
the DoD algorithm ensuring that the
participating players are as close to
the same level as possible. The
tournaments take place within the
same player class, with the possibility
of competing against players from a
lower class.

CHOICE

JOINING A
TOURNAMENT

FIGHT IN
A DUEL

PAYMENT
OF THE
WINNINGS



A special type of tournaments are the
so-called Quick tournaments - a
variant of the game in which the duel
is won after the condition set by the
organiser of the tournament has been
fulfilled - e.g. a score lower than the
usual score for a particular game or a
shorter playing time. The specific
conditions depend on the type of
game and the possibilities it offers.

ROYAL
GAMER

SET PRICE

SET DATE

CREATE A
TOURNAMENT

WAITING

NUMBER OF
PLAYERS 
AND PRIZES
The tournament may start with less
than the assumed number of
participants. The minimum number
of participants is: for the 8-player
tournament: 6 persons, for the 16-
player tournament: 12 persons, for
the 32-player tournament: 22
persons).

The prize(s) shall be the sum of the
entry fees of all participants in the
Tournament, less the DoD
commission and any DoD Platform
bonuses.



CHOOSE GAME

CHOOSE THE TYPE OF DUEL

YOU'VE WON! CLAIM YOUR PRIZE!

JOIN AND ACCEPT THE
ENTRY FEE

CHOOSE YOUR
TOURNAMENT

ENTRY FEE

PLAY WITH YOUR OPPONENT!

DoD

DUEL 1:1 MULTIPLAYER
DAY OF DUEL

TOURNAMENT
CHAMPIONSHIP

BATTLE
TRAINING

OWN
TOURNAMENT



Administration panel - JetAdmin.io.

CMS Content Management 
System - Strapi.

AWS ECS,

TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTIONS
HYPER-EFFICIENT 
SERVER INFRASTRUCTURE:

AWS RDS for Postgres,

AWS S3,

AWS Elastic Cache for Redis,

AWS FlexMatch for Matchmaking.

Terraform's managed infrastructure
to achieve a high software release
standard and full application
scalability. These solutions will
maintain, at a low cost, 100 people
simultaneously on the site and at a
relatively low cost even several
hundred thousand people
simultaneously, with no
performance issues. Everything is
done automatically.

Separating the above components
from the service will relieve the
burden on GGDAB from maintaining
these very extensive solutions in the
future, while giving the at the same
time giving the possibility to develop
the panel with a drag&drop editor,
according to the needs of the
according to the company's needs,
enabling the creation of any file
exports and access to hundreds of
applications to integrate with the
service.

SERVICE ENVIRONMENTS:

Testing,

Staging,

Production.

OUT OF THE BOX (OOTB)
SERVICE SOLUTIONS:

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
METHODOLOGIES 
CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION 
AND CONTINUOUS
DEVELOPMENT:

GitLab code repository,

GitLab pipelines that allow for
security auditing, code quality
verification code, testing code and
managing deployment processes.



Design System, User Flow, GUI and Testing. A team of "top-notch"
designers prepares the front-end of the website in Figma by creating
Lo-fi and Hi-fi mockups.  

Specification of all solutions. Working with our entire team, we have
developed high-end solutions that are implemented into the service.
Agile working methodology. Using the agile scrum methodology and
professional tools, building a platform is fast and fun! 

 The main source of revenue is the commission charged on the entry
fees paid by players through the DoD platform. The commission is
10%.  

An additional source of revenue will be a proprietary method of
activating users in the form of Room Bonuses.

  We have a goal. We want to create a world-class online e-gaming
platform that can compete with leading e-sports organizations and,
most importantly, win. We want a platform that allows us to organize
competitions and tournaments with attractive cash prizes, for both
amateur and professional players.  

Our mission is to bring a platform to the market that promotes the
development of e-sports.  The world is changing before our eyes - the
careers of e-sport players are no longer a distant dream of the future.
We want their passion to find its place in our reality. The company's
efforts are aimed at making this change sustainable, appropriate and,
above all, tailored to the skills of the players. 

 

WE HAVE TAKEN A SIMPLE PATH TO OUR SUCCESS.
OUR PLATFORM IS CHARACTERIZED BY:  



Competition on a completely different level!  

Free registration on the platform.  

Tournament participants compete for REAL money! 

 DoD has integration with Stripe, a global platform for electronic
payments. Deposits and withdrawals of funds, including your
winnings, are instant.  

Day of Duel is not gambling! Our platform has user identity
verification. Identification of platform members is in accordance
with the standards of financial institutions.

DoD guarantees a high level of security. 

 
 

Our team designs its own games, but also uses existing titles from
other developers. The main focus is on ensuring that each game is

accessible on the platform and has no random elements. The result
of a tournament conducted in this way depends on the skill of the
players. We prefer and advertise only healthy, sports competition.

 
We have big advantage over other similar platforms. Firstly, our

platform API, which can connect to any game: mobile, web or PC. By
2024, DOD will also be available on platforms such as Android, iOS,

Xbox and PlayStation.  Now let us talk about the Day of Duel
platform for a moment.  

 

DAY OF DUEL PROVIDES: 

TEAM  



A duel between two players with the possibility of a rematch.  
 
 
 

A series of duels (1:1), in which 2 to 32 participants can take part.
Prize: percentage win for 1st, 2nd and 3rd place.  

 
 
 

The best one wins! He is the one who rakes in the entry pool
from the other players, minus the DoD commission.  

 
 
 

Games are organized by the platform with the possibility of
additional gratification.

 
 
 

 A tournament with door prizes organized by DoD! 

DAY OF DUEL IS CREATED FROM PLAYERS FOR PLAYERS. 

ON THE PLATFORM, YOU WILL FIND SIX GAMEPLAY OPTIONS: 

DUEL

TOURNAMENT

MULTIPLAYER

DOD TOURNAMENT

DAY OF DUEL IS A NEW WAY TO MONETIZE GAMES. WE FEATURE WWWO:
DEPOSIT, WIN, WITHDRAW AND CLAIM YOUR PRIZE! COMPETE WITH BOTH

YOUR FRIENDS AND OPPONENTS AT YOUR LEVEL. MATCHMAKING THE
DOD SYSTEM MATCHES PLAYERS OF THE SAME LEVEL, MAKING THE

COMPETITION AS FAIR AS POSSIBLE! AREK MILIK AND ROJSON CONFIRM!

CHAMPIONSHIP BATTLE



OUR GOALS
We want to build a world-class e-sports

gaming platform. The games are to be fair
with attractive cash prizes for players.

Remember - this is not gambling!



Selecting and signing a contract with a software company to
adapt the platform to the Polish market.  

Getting the platform through the first security tests.  

Entering the market.  

The first million - revenue from the core business. 

Replacement of advertising.  

50 thousand active accounts on the platform.  

New division of the company development studio: applications
and services.  

10 million - revenue from core business.  

The sum of games on the platform reached 50 pcs, with 23 of
them being original items! 

100 thousand active accounts on the platform.  

The sum of all prizes from the games exceeded the amount of
200 million.  

Day of Duel events - joint organization of a nationwide festival.  

50 million - revenue from core business.  

WE WON'T LIE IF WE SAY THAT ON THE WAY
TO OUR SUCCESS AND REALIZATION OF OUR

DREAMS, WE HAVE OVERCOME SEVERAL
MILESTONES:  



ROADMAP

Q2 2025

Now division in company's
development services:
applications and services, by
$10 mil exceeded company's
revenue

Q2 2023

Q1 2025

Q3 2025

On the platform exceeded the
number of 100,000 active
accounts, a minimum of 10
implemented games on the
platform

Platform debuts in French
and Italian markets

Q3 2023

Q4 2024

Q4 2025

DoD platform tournament, 
Building a community: min. 3,000 tournament
participants / accounts on the DoD,
 signed a contract for game implementations
with min. 3 developers, 
Integration of Speed way challange 2023(
BEROBASKET).       

First million USD in
revenue after
platform's entry from
core business

The platform has
surpassed 200,000
active accounts

Q4 2023

 Q3 2024

Q1 2026

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS (Riot Games)
game integration,
Completion of development work on
functionality: custom tournaments
and "challenge a friend," payment
gateway and its testing: Stripe  

Debut of the platform on the
English and Polish market,
64,000 active accounts, a
minimum of five
implemented games on the
platform       

First million USD in revenue
after platform's entry from
core business      

Q1 2024

Q2 2026

New Year's tournament on the DoD platform,
community on the platform of about 10000,
completion of programming work on
functionality: Champion Battle tournaments, a
currency exchange exchange facility hooked up
to the platform and tests conducted, voice chat
on the DoD platform

Event Day of Duel -
organization of a nationwide
festival

Q2 2024

The platform is undergoing
security and UX testing, signed
agreements with more game
developer's
 completion of development
work on functionality: Multi
Player Battle tournaments    

Discord GGDAB, 
NFT launch
Participation in
INFOSHARE 

Q3 2026

Platform debut in the
German and Spanish
markets, the platform has
surpassed 300,000 active
accounts,

Q4 2026

Xbox platform debut,
nearly $50 million in
sales since platform
debut



ALICJA 
PYSZKA -BAZAN

WORLD TRIATHLON
CHAMPION

SZYMON GACZEK 
CEO

GGDAB LTD.

ARKADIUSZ MILIK
SHAREHOLDER, FOOTBALL

PLAYER

ADAM "PRESCOT" MIŚTA
WORLD CHAMPION

BATERFIELD 3

OUR TEAM  
DAB TEAM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7Xfi-bttzI&t=
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ppX7RKq62p--6w4I1AMdht81ueS00bo6&usp=drive_copy


MARIUSZ KALETKA
CEO GGDAB S.A

PATRYK "ROJO"
ROJEWSKI

SHAREHOLDER, GAMING AND
E-SPORTS YOUTUBER

BARTOSZ SOWA
CTO

ŁUKASZ BATOG
MANAGING VICE-PRESIDENT

 



The solution presented at DoD, is a hybrid solution. This is where the
NFT plays a completely different role than the one you have known so

far! Our solution combines the world of crypto, with the classic hard
business. 

We have prepared two collections of NFTs for users.

GG DAB NFT



The total market cap of NFTs surged to a new all-time high of $10.7
billion during the third quarter of 2021. That is an increase of 723%
when compared, to the second quarter of 2021 when total sales in

NFTs reached $1.3 billion. 
 

Early months of 2022 was following on from the bullish momentum in
which the space had generated in 2021. However, come late

Springtime we all know what happened – bearish conditions set in. 
 

However, the NFT market has had an impressive start of 2023, with Q1
2023 being the best quarter since Q2 2022. Despite a slight decrease

in trading volume in March, the overall performance has been bullish.
 

Overall, 2023 has started on a very bullish note for the NFT market.
The overall performance in Q1 has been remarkable, with an increase

of 137.04% compared to the previous quarter. The dominance of
Ethereum and the growing popularity of Polygon have been the key

highlights of the NFT market performance in Q1.

With this whitepaper we would like to introduce the entire gaming
community to GGDAB Ltd. NFT. This paper will explain what our project

stands for, the idea behind it and what we strive to achieve. Additionally,
an in-depth overview will be given regarding the technology, our NFT

distribution and more. 

INTRODUCTION

A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO NFT



WHAT ARE NFTS
EXACTLY?

NFT stands for non-fungible token. This means that
it is a token active on a blockchain that demonstrates proof of

ownership. Each token is entirely unique. Due to the unique metadata of
each NFT, its characteristics cannot be changed and the NFT itself

cannot be duplicated.



Blockchain technology provides proof of. This is
the primary benefit for NFTs as all transactions are recorded on the

ledger. In addition to this, thanks to the transparency blockchain
technology provides us with, both fraud and duplication can easily be

prevented.
 
 
 

Because transactions are executed
peer-to-peer via the blockchain, there is no intervention of a

middleman. This has resulted in artists being rewarded more fairly for
their effort as traditional transaction fees for, for example,

transportation of the artwork - It can now be excluded
 
 
 

Many factors contribute to the overall value of an NFT. The main,
being immutable ownership and digital scarcity. Regardless of the

amount of time that passes, you will always have the opportunity to
authenticate an NFT within a few minutes'!

 
 
 

Due to the underlying blockchain technology, NFTs can easily be
transferred peer-to-peer to anyone in the world at any time.

NOW KNOWING WHAT NFTS ARE, LET’S
HAVE A LOOK AT THE BENEFITS OF NFT`S 

AUTHENTICITY

EXCLUSION  OF A MIDDLE MAN

VALUE

EASILY TRANSFERABLE



This whitepaper is for informational purposes only. The information set
forth below and elsewhere in this white paper may not be exhaustive and
does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. While we make
every effort to ensure that any material in this white paper is accurate and

up to date. Such material in no way constitutes the provision of
professional advice, GGDAB Ltd. does not guarantee, and accepts no legal
liability whatsoever arising from or connected to the accuracy, reliability,
currency, or completeness of any material contained in this white paper.

 
The White Paper (“Whitepaper”) has been published and issued by GGDAB
Ltd.) for informational purposes only and is required to be read alongside

the GGDAB Terms & Conditions, (“Terms”) if the prospective purchaser
plans to use any of the GGDAB products. This Whitepaper is a working
document and is subject to changes and errors. This Whitepaper is not

intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for
investments in securities in any jurisdiction. 

 
The purpose of this Whitepaper is to provide potential purchasers with the
information on GGDAB’s ecosystem to allow the purchasers to make their

own decision whether it wishes to proceed to purchase. 
 

This white paper is created to serve the informative purposes only,
therefore, the representations herein should not be relied on, the

publication, distribution, or dissemination of this white paper does not
imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been

complied with.

DISCLAIMER



PROJECTIONS TO INCREASE THE NUMBER
OF NFT HOLDERS BY 2027

Revenue in the NFT market is projected to reach US$1,601.00m
in 2023.

Revenue is expected to show an annual growth rate (CAGR
2023-2027) of 18.55% resulting in a projected total amount of
US$3,162.00m by 2027.

The average revenue per user in the NFT market amounts to
US$114.80 in 2023.

From a global comparison perspective it is shown that the
highest revenue is reached in the United States
(US$781,900.00k in 2023).

In the NFT market, the number of users is expected to amount
to 19.31m users by 2027.



Network: Polygon
Standard: 721
How to buy: Via - Metamask, USDT, Polygon network
Referal: Yes, 5% 
Royalty: 3%
GG Pass total supply: 2400
GG Revenue total supply: 1800

NFT:



ROUND VALUE SUPPLY

Whitelist $65 200

presale $75 200

Round 1 $100 500

Round 2 $125 500

Round 3 $150 500

round 4 $175 500

You will have unlimited access to the premium platform for life.
Moreover, we will never pay extra for what this package offers. 

We will receive $300 to our bonus account. For the amount
received, we can conduct games with other players of the platform.

 
What is a premium account in GGDAB? It has one basic function - it

entitles us to increase buy-in rates in tournaments. The amounts start
from $250 to $1,000! 

 
What's more, it gives us the opportunity to organize tournaments and

not just for players, but for all users of the platform. The premium
account is for life.

The first is the Lifetime GG PASS collection,
which includes NFTs in the $65-175 price range. 

 In this option, we get additional bonuses:



The second collection is Rev NFT cards. They provide the possibility of additional
bonuses from the revenue of the GGDAB LTD company. The cost of  the card

ranges from $350 - $750, and their total card value is as high as approx. $3388! 
In addition, all Utilities included in the GG Pass.

 
 

Between 50% and 1% of platform revenue forever allocated to cardholders with
DAO participation reservations

 In addition, the cards are not time-limited so that each card can pay for itself!

In order to play a tournament game on the platform, the user must fund his
account via Stripe in FIAT currency.
After selecting the game mode and stake, the value of the player's entry
fee is frozen from the pool of available funds.

90% of the amount goes to the winner's balance on the platform
50-99%, depending on the state of the company's turnover at that moment,
goes to GGDAB.
1-50% depending on the state of the company's turnover at a given
moment goes to Treasury.

After a settled game, a split payment is made:

HOW DO THE CARDS WORK? 

SIMPLE AND TRANSPARENT - JUST LIKE
OUR PLATFORM!



CONSTITUTION GG DAB DAO
The owners of the NFTs that have been named will have membership
rights in the decentralised GG DAB community according to the
following rules: 

 

Voting:

Only those cards that have been created by 31.12.2024 will have
voting rights in the DAO.
NFTs minted after 31.12.2024 may have Voting power in the DAO if the
DAO decides to do so.
1 NFT equals 1 Voting Power, the more NFTs you have the more
Voting Power you have
We increase Voting power for NFT breeding
We increase Voting power for voting activity 
Anyone can make a proposal for change
The minimum number of votes for a vote to be valid is 5% of the
number of portfolios with Voting Power
The minimum voting period is 14 days

Each NFT is responsible for one of the 1,800 Voting Power!

GG DAB DAO
WHAT CAN THE DAO DECIDE?



If funds are withdrawn from the treasury and the voting requirements are not
met, funds will be withdrawn according to the withdrawal threshold

 
- Treasury payments are governed by their own rules and follow a quota

threshold that is set in advance. If the DAO wishes to modify the threshold it
will require a proposal for change and then a vote:

- threshold 1 - $10,000
- The non-voting issue is the percentage of treasury paid out per card
regardless of how many pieces of NFT or Voting power the user has. 

 
- The Company declares that it will not buy NFTs to never have a voting

majority. The Company declares that it is abstaining from voting on issues of
appropriation in Treasury

 
- In the event that the company starts its operations and funds start to appear

in treasury and not all NFTs are sold:
 

- This will not affect the DAO and in particular Treasury withdrawals - each
card has an irrevocable right to one of the 1,800 treasury shares

 
 

- Currently, the selected partner to handle Treasury power payments is Stripe.
In the event of termination of the contract, inability to cooperate or closure of

the partner, the DAO will select a new operator FIAT → Crypto → Treasury.
 

At any time, GGDAB Ltd. may stop the sale of NFTs, but this does not affect
existing holders of NFTs that have been exchanged. 

TREASURY



1%50%

$4mln*

$1111

30%

+$7mln

$1166

20%

+$5mln

$555

10%

+$10mln

$555

1%

2025* 1Q 2026 4Q 2026 1Q 2027 2027+

$30mln

$171

% 

YEAR

INCOME

PAYMENT

Private sale

450 $

Presale

500 $

Up to 50%

Round 1

550 $

Passive Income  from Gaming

GG REV share

Partners

350 $
GG Rev Share

Up to 50%

Passive Income from Gaming

GG REV share

GG Rev Share

Up to 50%

Passive Income from Gaming

GG REV share

GG Rev Share

Passive Income from Gaming

GG REV share

GG Rev Share

Passive Income from Gaming

GG REV share

Round 3

650 $
GG Rev Share

Passive Income from Gaming

GG REV share

Bonnus round

700 $
GG Rev Share

Passive Income  from  Gaming

GG REV share

Last pass

750 $
GG Rev Share

Up to 50%

Up to 50%

Passive Income from Gaming

GG REV share

Round 2

600 $
GG Rev Share100 kart

200 kart

250 kart

250 kart

250 kart

250 kart

250 kart

250 kart

PREDICTIONS:



NFTS WERE MAINLY TRADED ON THE ETHEREUM BLOCKCHAIN, MORE AND
MORE NFT PROJECTS ARE BEING LAUNCHED ON OTHER BLOCKCHAINS.

DEMAND FOR NFTS IS SOARING, AND THE NFT ENVIRONMENT IS DEVELOPING
AT A RAPID PACE.

 
OUR NFTS ARE ON POLYGON BLOCKCHAIN - THE THIRD HIGHEST VOLUME

AND ONE OF THE CHEAPEST SOLUTIONS FOR NFTS

POLYGON NETWORK



 Polygon had a bullish start to the 2023, with a trading volume of $29.8 million in
March, despite a 24.20% decrease from the previous month. However, looking

at the quarterly data, it had a trading volume of $85 million in Q1 2023, which is
a remarkable 125.04% increase from the previous quarter and one of the best

quarters recorded since Q4 2021. 
 

Polygon’s popularity has been on the rise among NFT creators recently. This is
due to its low fees and fast transaction times compared to other blockchains,

making it an attractive option for those looking to launch and trade NFTs. 

POLYGON NETWORK



OUR 
SOCIAL MEDIA

Scan and 
find out more!



CONTACT US

Address: 

For More Info Call :

GGDAB Ltd.

7 BELL YARD,WC2A 2JR 

LONDON, ENGLAND

COMPANY No 12314241

+48 508 233 350

CEO Szymon Gaczek

My Website :

My Email :

https://ggdab.com/

https://linktr.ee/ggdab

dicord.gg/ggdab

info@ggdab.com

If you have any questions or want to find out more
about us, please feel free to contact us!



THANK YOU
 

THE FUTURE OF GAMING


